An all-in-one digital audio mixing system

COMPACT, INTEGRATED CORE

- The rugged 19" 3RU, fanless rack-mountable chassis allows you to mix sound no matter what physical restrictions you may face.
- With integrated DSP and I/O, everything you need to is contained in a single box, eliminating the need for expensive third party hardware and software applications.
- The core features AoIP as standard with 8 channels of DANTE I/O.

CONTROL VIA WEB BROWSER

- There is no need for a large, cumbersome control surface since the Micro Series’ graphical user interface provides complete control via a computer or tablet with a network connection.
- A single laptop or tablet can control multiple core units, and conversely, multiple devices can control a single core unit simultaneously.
- Those who prefer the touch of a physical fader can utilize the optional 6-fader Micro Series surface. Two controllers can be attached to a single core for a maximum of 12 faders.
COOL FEATURES

- The VoiceMix algorithm automatically mixes and processes up to 12 inputs, alleviating anxiety associated with live, unscripted productions.

- Play and record audio with ease using the integrated stereo Track Player/Recorder. Additionally, quickly trigger prerecorded sound files using the Jingle player.

- Get up and running quickly with the automatic input gain level calibration on each mic input.

- The core unit features the same mic inputs as the acclaimed Studer Vista 1 and OnAir 1500 mixing consoles.

**By drawing upon Studer’s industry-leading innovation, the Micro Series delivers consistent high-quality results at an affordable price point.**